Holiday Sale 2016 Guidelines
Limited Quantity Certificates: There is a limited quantity of 30% off gift certificates. Three massage
lengths are being offered at that rate: 1 hour, 90 minute, and 2 hour. Each customer is allowed 1 of
each massage length. One transaction per person is allowed (multiple orders of limited certificates from
a single customer will be rejected). Customers are not guaranteed the ability to purchase the limited
quantity certificates as they will run out. No alternate offers will be given for sold-out 30% off
certificates. When they're gone, they're gone! However, feel free to purchase as many of the unlimited
gift certificates as you’d like. Hot stone upgrades are not available for 30% off gift certificates.
Unlimited Quantity Certificates: There are two categories of unlimited quantity gift
certificates: 15% off single certificates and discounted Gift Certificate Packages. There are no limits to
purchases or transactions within this category. Four massage lengths are offered in
the 15% off category: 1 hour, 90 minute, 2 hour, and 3-D (three-hour). There are also 90 minute and 2
hour hot stone massages as well as 1 hour and 90 minute massages with body scrubs available. Gift
Certificate Packages are offered in three massage lengths: 1 hour, 90 minute, and 2 hour, in bundles of
5 or 10. You must choose one massage length per package. These packages already have a built-in
discount, but you will be able to take an additional $25 off each 5-pack and $50 off each 10-pack. Check
the online Menu of Prices for current package pricing.
Gift Certificate Valid/Expiration Dates: Holiday Gift Certificates will be valid between December 26th,
2016 and June 30, 2017. All certificate holders and recipients will need to wait until after Christmas to
use them. Regular rates will apply for all services rendered before Christmas. Only certificates in the 10packs will have an extended expiration date and will be valid through December 31, 2017. If your gift
certificate expires, it will retain its face-value. You can still enjoy the full massage length indicated on
your expired certificate by paying the difference between the discounted price originally paid and the
current regular rate.
General Gift Certificate Policy: Certificates may be combined, but not broken up. For example; If you
have (2) one-hour certificates, you can use them together and receive a two-hour massage. But if you
have (1) two-hour gift certificate, you may not receive (2) one-hour massages instead. Please bring your
certificate with you to surrender at the time of service. Lost certificates can still be redeemed by giving
the certificate number and/or the name of the purchaser and length of massage. Gift certificates cannot
be redeemed for cash.
Shipping and Handling: Purchases will be processed and mailed out via USPS as received. Please be sure
to enter your mailing address carefully to ensure quickest possible delivery. Certificates can be emailed
in PDF format for rushed orders. If you do not require printed certificates, please let me know.
Offline Orders: If you do not wish to make your purchase online, there will be a few of the limited
discounted gift certificates set aside for cash orders. Email or call to arrange for a cash transaction.
Orders will be taken on a first-come, first-served basis so please leave a voicemail if you are calling to

claim one of these certificates (30% off). If the limited certificates are sold-out, you will still be able to
purchase certificates from the unlimited category (15% off and packages).

